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ABSTRACT
Despite great efforts within the modeling domain, the majority of methods often address the uncommon design situation of an original product development. However, studies illustrate that development tasks are predominantly related to redesigning, improving, and extending already existing products. Updated design requirements have then to be made explicit and mapped against the existing product architecture. In this paper, existing methods are adapted and extended through linking updated requirements to suitable product models. By combining several established modeling techniques, such as the DSM and PVM methods, in a presented Product Requirement Development model some of the individual drawbacks of each method could be overcome. Based on the UML standard, the model enables the representation of complex hierarchical relationships in a generic product model. At the same time it uses matrix-based models to link and evaluate updated requirements to several levels of the product architecture and to illustrate how these requirements have an upstream (towards stakeholders) and downstream (towards production) effect on the product architecture.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
In today’s global market competition, manufacturing companies are forced to keep up quickly with a dynamically changing competitive environment. Launching innovative products in accelerating development cycles becomes a crucial competitive advantage (Meyer & Marion, 2012). In order to achieve a high productivity in their product development (PD) process, firms are under pressure to employ suitable tools and methods, which allow an in-depth understanding and managing of knowledge related to the products, processes, but also to the project environment (Cooper & Edgett, 2008). To this end, both researchers and practitioners have put much effort in developing structured approaches on how to make the process of PD more efficient and thereby to reduce the development time and accomplish more successful results. Standardized procedures, methods and notations have been introduced, aiming at improving the management and collaboration of product development projects. Pahl & Beitz (2007) and especially the VDI-Guidelines 2221-2222 e.g. describe a stepwise procedure for product development, starting from identifying the design requirements to modeling the detailed design. The design process is hereby divided into individual steps, which can partly be performed in parallel (Simultaneous Engineering), while keeping a close contact to customers and suppliers. Similarly, Ulrich and Eppinger (2012, p. 2) define product development as a “set of activities beginning with the perception of a market opportunity and ending in the production, sale, and delivery of a product”. Traditionally, these phases are performed separately and sequential, except for the detailed design step, which usually includes a number of internal iterations (Unger and Eppinger, 2011). In Concurrent Engineering (CE) all requirements products need to satisfy throughout their life cycle are captured already in the planning and concept phases. Since the majority of the cost is determined at this early stage of the design process (Whitney, 1988), having an overview of the complete lifecycle of a product may reduce all related cost from purchasing to product delivery significantly (Anderson, 2003). Accordingly, the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and the Design Structure Matrix (DSM) have widely been utilized to identify customers’ needs and to link them into the created product architecture (Vezzetti et al., 2011).

1.2 Research Problem and Objectives
Despite the great efforts within the modeling domain, the majority of methods described in academia typically address the uncommon design situation of an original product development of a single product, where the degree of design freedom remains rather high and solutions can be created independently from current product portfolios and product families. At the same time, studies illustrate that 70-90% of the development tasks are related to redesigning, improving, and extending already existing products (Encanação et al., 1990; Ullman, 1997). Existing design specifications are thereby adapted to satisfy new design objectives and constraints (Fowler, 1996). In addition, product development projects are yet increasingly dealing with rising product complexity (Malmquist, 2002). It has therefore become crucial not only to consider internal relations of the product structure (Eppinger et al., 1994; Lindemann et al., 2009), but also to include a number of different business aspects, such as mass customization strategies (Pine, 1993) and the use of commonality and product platforms (Meyer and Lehnerd, 2011).

To overcome these objections, this research attempts to further develop current modeling methods and techniques, to better meet challenges of designers. By considering up-to-date research and trends, the various aspects of an integrated PD, i.e. activities related to market, product and process are discussed (Andreasen and Hein, 1987). Existing methods are adapted and extended through linking updated requirements to suitable product models, capable of illustrating their effect on both the present engineering solutions and on the physical product and process structure.

2 METHODOLOGY
The presented study follows an action research (AR) approach defined by Coughlan & Coghlan (2002). Based on an initial literature review, this paper discusses current challenges and trends of modern PD projects, while particular attention is paid to the established methods and techniques that aim at addressing these challenges. A conceptual model is subsequently proposed, for better integrating upcoming requirements to the product development process. The model is finally tested and verified based on an industrial case. The collaborating partner is a consortium of five Danish
companies and five research institutes, focusing on the development, production, and construction of pre-fabricated High Performance Concrete elements. Even though the organization is profit oriented, like most other companies, it has acknowledged the necessity to do upfront research in related areas in order to move the construction industry forward. Thus a rather innovative product development project has been initiated to create modular building components, that are based on platforms and which correspond to today’s requirements. The industrial collaboration is realized through a mixed methods research, in particular through a qualitative dominant research with a sequential time order decision.

3 LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 Knowledge Representation in Collaborative Product Development
In today’s PD projects there is a growing communication concern to be handled. As a majority of the projects are being performed by working in teams, who frequently work geographically and temporarily independent from each other, related tasks have to be coordinated (Rodriguez and Al-Ashaab, 2004). An important implication of organizing collaborative product development is to be able to answer the question how a design change in redesign will affect the system, either organizational, product or process related (Tang et al, 2010). Traditionally knowledge about partial design solutions relied on the implicit knowledge and experience of individual design engineers (Suh, 2001). To keep up with the competitive environment, it has become important to make relevant knowledge explicit, thus available and shareable to all the parties involved in the development process. Companies which are able to integrate closely the various perspectives of the technical PD together with the required knowledge management will succeed in creating better products in shorter lead times. Product knowledge should represent the product features, their relation to the product components and the way how the created solution meets the marketing strategy. Process knowledge is about the involved business processes, the responsibilities and their interfaces towards supportive technologies. Eventually, project knowledge specifies the resources available, the functional and non-functional requirements, budgets, targets, milestones, and the like (Ebert and De Man, 2008). The implementation of adequate IT systems, such as Product Life Cycle Management (PLM) systems, hereby facilitates the efficient exchange and sharing of relevant knowledge (Vezzetti et al., 2011).

The discussed research demonstrates how much modern PD projects rely on adequate and explicit knowledge representation. The following sections investigate how this knowledge is outlined by related modeling methods.

3.2 Methods for Analyzing Product Development and Design Activities

3.2.1 Requirements Management
At the heart of any engineering discipline is the interplay between problem and solution domains (Chen et al, 2013). A requirement specifies what the product must do or defines a quality that the product must have (Robertson and Robertson, 2013). Compelling economic arguments justify why an early understanding of stakeholder’ requirements lead to systems that better satisfy their expectations (Nuseibeh, 2001). Requirements Management (RM) proposes methods to cope with the requirements at the early phases of the development life-cycle. It presents concepts of identifying, collecting, and allocating “system functions, attributes, interfaces, and verification methods that a system must meet including customer, derived (internal), and specialty engineering needs” (Stevens and Martin, 1995, p.11). On the one hand RM consists of soft processes focusing more on people than products. This characterizes at the requirement elicitation process where requirements are discovered and the main objectives are about understanding stakeholders and discovering needs. When the problem domain is sufficiently well defined, on the other hand harder and more definite modeling techniques can take over (Alexander and Beus-Dukic, 2009). Since detailed descriptions for the requirement specification are typically created in various text based documents of considerable length, it can be difficult to get a sufficient overview of the requirements.

In RM requirements are typically grouped and graded according to their nature, e.g. implied or derived, and the impact the stakeholders have on them (DeFoe, 1993). Investigations on RM challenges have been reported repeatedly over the past years (Juristo et al., 2002). Requirements presentation, as well as incomplete and changing requirements and specifications are thereby seen as a major obstacle that needs to be overcome (Weber and Weisbrod, 2003). The process of moving
between the problem world and the solution world is furthermore still not well recognized. Typically the effectiveness of a solution is determined with respect to a defined problem, however, the nature of the problem and its scope could depend on what solutions already exist or what solutions are plausible and cost-effective (Chen et al., 2013). Recent models suggest that instead of doing RM only at the early phases, requirements definition and design are interactive activities, handled simultaneously though the development life-cycle (Nuseibeh, 2001). RM therefore concerns much more than a list of “shall statements”. Instead in modern approaches RM issues are engineered, involving tools, modeling, database design, customization with scripts, training, and data handling (Alexander and Beus-Dukic, 2009).

3.2.2 Matrix-Based Modeling Methods

Generally speaking, matrix-based modeling techniques help to classify the product structure, i.e. the relationship between elements. Through Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and the Axiomatic Design (AD) method designers can use a series of inter-domain matrixes (Malmquist, 2002) to transfer the requirements (the voice of customer) into specific product attributes, engineering characteristics, possible design solutions and manufacturing activities (Akao, 1990; Suh, 2001). Both methods provide guidelines for designers to make technical decisions more systematically (Hung et al., 2008; Jin and Lu, 1998), with the objective to design customer satisfaction and quality assurance into the product prior to production (Guinna and Traizler, 1993). Successfully implemented, such modeling methods have e.g. helped to increase competitiveness, lower start-up cost, and shorten design cycles (Kovach et al., 2007; Vallhagen, 1996). Further analytical techniques, such as the Design Structure Matrix (DSM) (Steward, 1981), have been developed to assess, reorganize, and cluster relationships between elements (Eppinger et al., 1994). In order to improve the analytical capabilities, the DSM method has since its introduction been further extended, modified, and integrated into other matrix-based approaches, such as the previously described QFD and AD methods (Guenov and Barker, 2005; Hung et al., 2008). From a solely inter-domain matrix with a limited capability of representing the nature of the relationships, over time the DSM method has increasingly been used on various intra-domain problems, namely in form of a Domain Mapping Matrix (DMM) (Browning, 2012), and in combination with fuzzy logic methods (Ko, 2010). Such DSM tools have been used from reorganizing static and time-based relationships (Browning, 2001) to support planning and scheduling activities (Shi and Blomquist, 2012).

In sum, RM methods – combined with matrix-based modeling techniques – are strong in handling the evaluation of customer driven requirements and a vast amount of static and time-based relations. As long as the relations are described on the same level of abstraction and the information flow goes from the customer domain to the process domain (Suh, 2001), the methods obtain powerful analytical qualities. However, the drawback of such techniques is that they hardly support platform design and product redesign (Malmquist, 2002; Simpson et al., 2010), which is, as previously discussed, a prerequisite for today’s product development. The following two sections discuss briefly current approaches within these two domains.

3.2.3 Modeling Methods for Platform-Based Product Development

In mass customization, product specification processes consist of developing the needed specifications to deliver a customer specific product (Hvam et al., 2008). In this area great results have been achieved where customer needs are transformed directly into product designs and production specifications (Pine, 1993). When pursuing mass customization strategies, manufacturers aim at rationalizing their PD through implementing product family architecture based on product platforms (Jiao and Tseng, 1999). In this context, a product platform can be defined as a “set of subsystems and interfaces that form a common structure from which a stream of derivative products can be efficiently developed and produced” (Meyer and Lehnerd, 2011). Companies implementing platform strategies may among other things reuse parts, assemblies, technologies, concepts, and knowledge while simultaneously reducing unwanted complexity and improving their business potential (Andreasen et al., 2001).

While modeling product family architectures, different phases of the product development have to be integrated with the complying business functions. The formulation of a platform model involves considerations from several perspectives, the so called views. In the functional or customer view, the functionality of the product is first determined. The technical or engineering view then reveals how the
functionality is provided and what technology has been applied. The physical view consequently describes how the product design is realized by the physical components (Jiao et al., 2007). In addition, to be able to access supply chain considerations, a supplementary representation of possible production layouts (production view) is needed (Mortensen et al., 2008). In order to be able to incorporate the different views of a product, generic modeling notations have to be applied that enable the representation of commonality, alternative variety, and ranges (Jiao and Tseng, 1999; Harlou, 2006). Such a generic modeling approach has for instance been pursued by Harlou (2006). The different perspectives and relationships are modeled with the Product Family Master Plan (PFMP) technique, also referred to as a Product Variant Master (PVM) (Mortensen et al., 2000). The method is based on the product architecture definition by Ulrich (1995), the theory of technical systems by Hubka and Eder (1988), and the theory of domains by Andreasen and Hein (1987). Similar to functional modeling (Jiao and Tseng, 1999), by following the basic principles of object oriented modeling, such as generalization, aggregation and association, the PVM technique uses the Unified Modeling Language (UML) standard to create a comprehensive overview of a product architecture (Hvam et al., 2008). With its additional notation, the method shows its advantages in modeling product platform and family architectures.

However, since relationships between elements are mapped only through direct connections (arrows) and constrains (for configuration), when linking all relations of complex products across the different views, the desired overview can no longer be provided. Hence, in the context of relationship handling, the PVM method does not seem to be capable in replacing the strong analytical techniques of a matrix-based model.

3.2.4 Product Redesign and Product Line Engineering
As discussed previously, development projects are rarely original, but are rather based on already existing products and technologies, which can sometimes be a group of similar products or defined as a product family (Smith, 2012). This means that a part of the development artifacts are new and a part of them already exists. For this type of development to be successful, it is therefore essential to be able to reuse as much as possible of the existing artifacts and to understand the relationship between the artifacts in each process step, e.g. requirements, design solutions, tests and processes (Shirley, 1990). Development projects can furthermore be technical, where new innovative solutions are first introduced for general applications and later to be used in actual products. In the case of internal projects, a common objective is to improve existing product structures and design solutions. From this end it is important to understand the upstream traces regarding how new solutions and designs affect the stakeholders (McGrath and McMillan, 2000).

The software society has addressed this issue by methods of Product Line Engineering (PLE) (Rabiser and Dhungana, 2007). In PLE the development process is split into two activities; (1) domain engineering, where the reusable asset is developed and (2) application engineering, where products are developed from the reusable asset in combination with fulfilling new requirements (Pohl et al., 2005). However, also PLE engineering research has reported that further studies are needed in application requirements engineering and in analyzing the relationship between requirements and the solutions (Rabiser and Dhungana, 2007). To facilitate research in RM and PD based on product families, inspired by the development approach of software, as in PLE, the following section introduces an extended modeling method based on the PVM. The method aims at combining the different techniques into one consistent framework and thus to benefit from their individual advantages.

4 PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPMENT MODEL

4.1 Introducing the PRD Model
When assessing the development task of a physical product from a redesign perspective, separately considered, each of the above described methods reveals a strong weakness in providing the essential overview and insight of requirements coming from different stakeholders and their effect on the product architecture. Supportive methods should be able to describe how the customers’ requirements are realized, what engineering solutions have to be used, what is the physical structure of the products, and how are these produced. Since it is in particular important to make visual not only which, but also how parts are related, connected or assembled, hierarchical relationships and attributes have to be considered as well. Consequently, the presented Product Requirements Development (PRD) model
builds on the existing capabilities of the PVM technique in mapping the stakeholder’s needs to design solutions. Based on an industrial case, the method addresses both, (1) how complex hierarchical relationships can be mapped and (2) how in turn a resulting product design may affect the stakeholders.

A major difference between the product specification process in mass customization and the development of a new product in a product family is that the first one should fulfill the specific need of a single customer based on available solutions. The latter case needs to consider several stakeholders simultaneously, the impact of new requirements on the product architecture and the effort needed to realize the solutions are unknown. Here, the requirements from each stakeholder have to be evaluated in depth, as they need to be challenged, transformed, and tested by the designers. Since updated requirements have to be set in relation to the current product portfolio, it is eventually inevitable to have suitable models showing the existing product architecture in place. As illustrated in Figure 1, following the notation of the PVM technique, first, if not already available, a generic model of the product family at hand is created. With an additional “Process View”, life cycle considerations related to production, transportation and assembly can be included.

Next, similar to the QFD method, in a second step current stakeholder requirements are identified and directly modeled within the existing hierarchical product architecture of the PVM. As indicated in Figure 1, such requirements can appear in the different perspectives (views) of the model. The most common ones are typically driven by the market and are to be placed within the Customer View of the model. Technology driven requirements on the other hand are mapped in the Engineering View. Besides, requirements coming from other domains can potentially be mapped in the corresponding views. On the left side of the PVM, in the Stakeholder Evaluation Matrixes (SEMs), the requirements are graded and prioritized across the views according to their importance from 1 (low) to 5 (high). The right-hand side of the PVM displays both, the downstream and upstream impact relationships. Complementary to the DSM and DMM technique, the effect of the requirements on other customer attributes, engineering solutions, physical parts, and processes can be mapped through inter-domain (Variant DSM) and intra-domain matrixes (Variant DMM). The difference to the well-known DSM technique hereby is that each side of the matrix is linked to the PVM structure, and therefore allows a concise expression of hierarchies and relationships, e.g. part-of or kind-of structures and attributes.

Figure 1 Product Requirements Development Model – Overview
(Hvam et al., 2008). Alternatively, to link hierarchies, variants and attributes with each other using standard matrix-based modeling methods, for each of the seen “Variant DSMs” or “Variant DMMs” a huge number of DSMs or DMMs is needed. Thus in order to obtain the overview of the resulting changes, at this point integrating the PVM technique with the DSM method appears to be beneficial. Having described the principal makeup of the PDM model, in the following paragraph the model will exemplary be applied on the case study.

4.2 Applying the PRD Model

In the case example first (Step 1) a PVM model of high performance concrete sandwich elements has been created. Figure 2 illustrates a small segment of the entire model, where in Step 2 upcoming requirements were modeled directly into the established PVM. Market driven requirements were illustrated in “green” in the Customer View of the PVM. Here they e.g. concern a new surface and color for the concrete panels, as well as a different heating solution. Besides the requirements from the market, in technological development projects, requirements could also be triggered by the used
technical solution as indicated by the “red words” on the engineering level (Engineering View). With the use of the different colors, change requests in the model could quickly be retrieved. Next, on the left-hand side of the PVM the stakeholders of the project were mapped into the described SEMs. In order to formally prioritize their preferences for all new requirements, their individual assessment was aggregated to the sum at the right-hand side of each SEM. Since in the case study all stakeholders had the same relative importance, no other proportional weighting for prioritizing the requirements was needed. It should be noted that in other cases different prioritizing strategies may exist. In some projects stakeholders may either have a greater voting right than others or other rather strategic aspects might be more important. Either way, at the end of this step arising requirements should be given a relative priority.

In Step 3, as illustrated on the right-hand side of the PVM, the impact of the requirements was modeled according to the fuzzy logic model. By grading the strength of the relationships with numbers (1, 3, and 9) (Ko, 2010), again it was possible to formalize how strong the effect of each requirement is on the current product architecture. Rather than only showing if there is a relationship at all, a higher number indicated a stronger effect. Equivalent to the active and passive sum of a matrix (Lindemann et al., 2009), for each Variant DSM or DMM, the total impact of each requirement was calculated at the bottom as the sum of the individual relationships. However, in order to obtain the overview, Figure 2 shows only partly the downstream effects of the requirements. For example, the impact on the stakeholders from the new “High Performance Concrete” (HPC) is depicted through the PVM structure of model. It has both a relatively high priority in the SEM and strongly affects the entire product architecture. “Life expectancy” on the other hand has been less prioritized by the stakeholders. Even though it has a significant effect in the Variant DSM in the Customer View, downstream traces (shown through the Variant DMMs) are less impaired. Another example shows how even more detailed requirements, such as the new “shear connection” can directly be shown within the model. Since “shear connection” is a part-of the mounting group, its indirect effect on a higher level of detail can be seen. In relation to the other requirements, it had a moderate priority from the stakeholders. But since it is not directly visible to the end users and affects a rather limited number of physical components, its impact on the remaining architecture is narrowed. All in all, by integrating the different modeling methods, this method shows how requirements have been graded by the stakeholders (upstream effects) and how they in turn affect the product architecture (downstream effects).

5 CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

Product models, capable of representing how updated customer requirements affect the product lifecycle, enable designers to preserve the overview of the current product architecture, to better coordinate upcoming development activities, and moreover to plan and to calculate alternative solutions. By making use of established product modeling methods, such as the UML-based PVM, this paper contributes to an integrated PD process, which aims at better responding to the requirements of modern product development. Through the integration of several modeling techniques, the presented PRD model overcomes some of their individual drawbacks, e.g. the representation of hierarchical levels, product variants and attributes, while still being able to visualize correlations. Therefore, with the right integration, the PRD model expands the individual modeling possibilities. In sum, it (1) enables the representation of complex hierarchical relationships in a generic product model, (2) links and evaluates updated requirements to several levels of the product architecture, and (3) illustrates how these requirements have an upstream (towards stakeholders) and downstream (towards production) effect on the product architecture. However, in order to address all subsequent aspects of the PD process and therewith to explore the full potential of the model, further research needs to be done. It would for instance be interesting to investigate how matrix-based analysis methods, such as partitioning, could be solved with the Variant-DSMs and – DMMs of the model. Here, future research could for instance focus on what impact structural improvement of the product, through e.g. modularization, could have on the entire product architecture as well as on new requirements.
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